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DEBRIS FLOW PROTECTION
FARKE, NEAR BOTANICAL GARDEN, ALBANIA
LANDSLIDE ON THE CROWED HILL
Product: Gabion, Green Terramesh System, Paragrid 150/50
Problem
Close to Botanical Garden in Tirana, Albania was opened
and created a foundation for a multi story’s building. Time
passed and the Construction was never built for building
permit reasons. Piles were built to maintain temporary the
slope until the construction of the building, because the
construction site located near the hill. The rainfall season
came and the slope was saturated with water. The
temporary piles collapsed because of huge loads and the
slope failed.
The hill was crowded with civil residents so the biggest
danger was for the people who lived in the flats over these
piles.
Solution
Immediately were taken measures to evacuate the people
close to the slide. In the meantime, the Civil Emergency
Department of the area worked to find a quick and an
appropriate solution. Among others, the solution with our
products was selected as the proper one.
Ave Consulting was the designing company of the approved
project for the situation. On the bottom of the retaining
structure was built a huge gabion wall with dimension 8x9 m
(height). These huge dimensions are justified by the weight of
the slope, the weight of the multi stories buildings above on
the hill and the traffic loads on the road exactly next to the
wall. Except the retaining ability, the gabion wall has the
excellent function of the drainage which can minimize the
terrible hydraulic pressure. Over gabion wall, the structure
ended with GreenTerramesh 2.5x3x0.58 (45° inclined)
reinforced with geogride Paragrid 150/50. Since the area
was overcrowded the reinforcement of the soil with Green
Terramesh was the ideal solution because of the green
visual impact after a certain time that grass grows and fills
the entire fascia.
For 2 weeks the construction of the retaining structure was
finished and residents went back safe at their houses.
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Client:
Trema Engineering 2
Designer:
Ave Consulting
Products used:
Gabion 3x1x1 m: 333 pc
Green Terramesh System 2.5x3x0.58 (45°): 75 pc
Paragrid 150/50: 2’340 m2

Date of construction
WINTER 2015
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